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New Videos
 WELS Multi-Language Productions (MLP) and the Lutheran Sci-
ence Institute (LSI) have produced a 10-video series titled, Evolution—A 
Christian Response.  WELS mission groups Academia Cristo and TELL 
will use these videos in their online ministries.  Spanish and English ver-
sions of this video series are free at www.LutheranScience.org/LBvideos.  

Grades 5–12, College, Adult
 These videos are great for grades 5–12, college students, congrega-
tional adult Bible studies, and school/church faculty Bible studies.  While 
these videos can be understood by the average fifth-grader (with teach-
er guidance), they also work well for use with older students and adults.  

Video Titles:
 1  –Key Concepts.
 2  –Evolution and Creation Contrasted.
 3  –Did God Use Evolution to Create?
 4  –Our Thinking Ability.
 5  –The Nature of Science.
 6  –A Christian Response.
 7  –Natural Selection.
 8  –Can a Fish Transform into a Human?
 9  –Dating Methods.
 10  –Fossils. 

 These videos are based on the LSI Lesson Book 2nd edition (free 
pdf at www.LutheranScience.org/LB).  The videos can be used individual-
ly or as a short course on creation apologetics.  They average about eight 
minutes each.  If watched online, closed captioning is available (English 
version only).  Also, they can be watched at faster speeds if desired.

New Videos
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Video Bible Study
Mark Bergemann

Grades 5–12, college, adult  
1–10 sessions of 20–60 minutes each

 The new video series, Evolution—A Christian Response, can 
serve as the foundation of a great Bible study.  All ten videos (English and 
Spanish) are free at www.LutheranScience.org/LBvideos. 

 Any single video will work for a single session study.  Any combi-
nation of videos also works well.  The videos are 6–10 minutes in length, 
so showing one video and briefly discussing it can be done in 20 minutes.  
Such short discussions would work well in grade 5–12 classrooms.  For 
congregational adult Bible study, I suggest about 30 minutes per video.  All 
ten videos could then be shown and discussed in five 60-minute sessions.  

 I recommend that discussion leaders study the articles on which 
each video is based.  Articles recommended in the Leader Guide can be 
read in about 25 minutes (per video).  The video series is based on the 
LSI Lesson Book (2nd ed.) at www.LutheranScience.org/LB, which in turn 
summarizes articles from the LSI Journal.  Journal articles listed in the 
closings of videos 2–10, and in the Leader Guide, are available in pdf 
at www.LutheranScience.org/journal.  The pdf versions are free.  Those 
who wish print versions can purchase a 24-book set—over 800 pages—for 
half-price ($9.95; see ad on page 411).  These 24 books provide depth of 
detail to better understand the videos, well beyond what is recommended 
as minimal leader preparation.  

 For adult Bible study and even for some classroom settings, ev-
eryone present could be given a print copy of the LSI Lesson Book on 
which the videos are based.  It can be purchased in bulk for $0.95.  See the 
ad on page 40.2  

1  Or go directly to www.LutheranScience.org/store
2  Or go directly to www.LutheranScience.org/store
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Leader Guide 
 This Leader Guide should be helpful for any and every Bible 
study format, such as teachers showing and discussing a single video in 
20 minutes, or pastors showing all ten videos over five 60-minute Sunday 
morning adult Bible studies.  The discussion leader should at least mention 
each of the “Primary Points,” even if time does not allow their discussion.  
The discussion leader should read the “Deeper Study” articles in prepara-
tion for class.  The time required to read each (at 200 words per minute) is 
listed.  You can easily modify the following notes by downloading a free 
file (.docx and .rtf) at www.LutheranScience.org/LeaderGuide

Introductory Videos
—Videos 1 and 2 introduce and summarize the series.  

Video 1 – Key Concepts
 Many of the primary points made in the video series are listed in 
this summary video.  These are taken from “18 Key Concepts for a Luther-
an Response to Evolution” on pages 5–7 of the LSI Lesson Book. 

Primary Points —video 1
 Video 1 lists eight major themes for this video series.  We will dis-
cuss these topics in future sessions.  Here are a few select points to focus 
on in this session.

1)  God works only through the gospel in Word (the Bible) and sacrament 
(Baptism and Holy Communion) to create and strengthen faith (Romans 
10:17; 1 Cor 1:21; 1 Pet 3:21; Mat 26:26–28).  

2)  Some parts of the evolution story go against Scripture—such as mil-
lions of years and common descent (Genesis 1:24–25).  We can be certain 
that those parts of evolution are wrong, because God’s Word is true.

3)  A major theme of this video series is that the evolution story is partly 
true and partly false.  True parts of evolution are often used as proof that 
the false parts of evolution are also true.  Video 1 gave an example: Nat-
ural selection really does produce new species of plants and animals, but 
always within their own kind.   We will study this in depth in videos 7–8.   
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Discussion —video 1

1)  The first goal of this video series is to help us avoid the temptation to 
think that millions of years is true, while at the same time helping us to 
better understand creation.  How might these videos help us understand 
creation?  
Suggested answer: Fossils in the geologic column help us see the great 
diversity of plants and animals that God made during creation week, even 
though many have since become extinct.  In these videos we will also learn 
about natural selection.  It’s great to see that God created plants and ani-
mals with rich genetic diversity allowing their offspring to change in size 
and color, to adapt to new environments, and to significantly modify their 
diets, behavior, temperament, and so much more, all “according to their 
kinds.”  Genesis 1.  

2)  The second goal of this video series is to help us talk with our evolu-
tionist friends in a way that provides opportunities to share the gospel.  
Why is it important that a discussion of evolution lead to the gospel?
Suggested answer: Our goal is to bring people to saving faith in Jesus and 
to strengthen those who already have faith.  God works only through the 
gospel in Word (the Bible) and sacrament (Baptism and Holy Communion) 
to create and strengthen faith.  

3)  The video ended with 2 Corinthians 5:20: “We are ambassadors for 
Christ, inasmuch as God is making an appeal through us.”  Why is it im-
portant that we keep this passage in mind?
Suggested answer: We should remember that we are Christ’s ambassadors 
to the world, meaning we are God’s representative to everyone, including 
evolutionists.  We should reflect the love of Christ as we speak with others. 

4)  Some parts of the evolution story go against Scripture (such as millions 
of years and common descent).  Why can we be certain that those parts of 
evolution are wrong?  
Suggested answer: They are contrary to the truth God reveals to us in 
Scripture.  God’s Word is true.  Whether or not what God says seems rea-
sonable to us does not change the fact that God’s Word is true in all it says.  
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Bible Passages —video 1

Creation by kind (Genesis 1:24–25). 

We believe creation “by faith” (Hebrews 11:3).

Means of grace (Romans 10:17; 1 Corinthians 1:21; 1 Peter 3:21; Matthew 
26:26–28). 

We are ambassadors for Christ...” (2 Corinthians 5:20).

Deeper Study —video 1

“18 Key Concepts for a Lutheran Response to Evolution.” 
5 minutes to read; pages 5–7 of the LSI Lesson Book –2nd ed.

Video 2 – Evolution and Creation Contrasted
 Video 2 contrasts the creation account and the evolution story, 
highlighting major differences between the two.  

Primary Points —video 2
 Video 2 also brings up some themes that will occur throughout 
this course.  We will discuss some of these topics in future sessions.  Here 
are a few select points to discuss today.

1)  Evolution is a story about how evolutionists imagine things might 
have come into existence without a creator god.  Evolutionists describe 
the theory of evolution as a “historical science” and even as a “historical 
narrative” which is “largely based on concepts” and written without using 
scientific “laws.”   

2)  Evolutionists start with the assumption that there is no creator god.  
Evolution, then, is the best story they can write without a creator god.  
(More on this in video 6.)

Discussion —video 2

1)  Science uses natural causes to explain nature, including the origins of 
the world.  Evolutionists use science as the ONLY source of knowledge 
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when they write the evolution story.  Explain how this leads them to reject 
the possibility of a creator god. 
Suggested answer: Science is an attempt to explain everything through 
natural causes.  Miracles are not natural causes.  Therefore, a scientist 
must reject the possibility of miracles when using science.  By rejecting 
miracles as a possibility, science rejects a creator god as a possibility, 
since creation by a god involves miracles.  Rejection of natural causes, 
and therefore rejection of the possibility of a creator god, is an unproven 
assumption made before any science is even begun. 

2)  Evolution is a story about how evolutionists imagine things might have 
come into existence without a creator god.  The evolution story is con-
stantly rewritten.  Maybe someday the evolution story will be completely 
logical and explain every observation.  If that day comes, would it mean 
the evolution story has then correctly explained the origin of the world?
Suggested answer: A logical and convincing history of most anything can 
be written, yet that history may be completely false.  Scientists (whether 
archaeologists or evolutionary biologists) can only make educated guess-
es of history, especially if they base those guesses only on what they can 
see in the present (as evolutionists do).  The only way to be certain about 
history would be to hear from an eyewitness who was there in the past and 
who truthfully related that history to us.  We have such an eyewitness who 
was there at the beginning of time, and who is completely reliable in all 
that He tells us: The LORD God our Creator.    

Bible Passages —video 2
Creation by kind (Genesis 1:24–25).

Deeper Study —video 2
“Evolution is a ‘Historical Narrative.’” 
5 minutes to read; pages 28–30 of the fall 2018 LSI Journal.3

“What is Evolution?” and “The Evolution Story.”
3 minutes to read; pages 16–17 of the LSI Lesson Book –2nd ed.

3  www.LutheranScience.org/2018fall
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Theological Foundation —Videos 3 and 4 lay a theological 
foundation regarding the truth God reveals about creation, and about the 
place of human reason in defending the faith.  

Video 3 – Did God Use Evolution to Create?  
 Most Christians in today’s world think God used evolution to cre-
ate.  If one takes that thinking to its logical conclusion, the Christian faith 
is destroyed.  

Primary Points —video 3

1)  Evolution is a dangerous false teaching that attacks the gospel and 
the need for a Savior while denying the Bible teachings about sin and 
death.  Belief in any false doctrine, including evolution, is a danger to 
one’s Christian faith.  Evolution has destroyed the faith of many.

2)  Death and suffering are the result of sin, not the means God used to 
create.  

3)  If God used death and suffering as the means to create, then God is 
the source of evil.  Is God good or is God evil?  God is love.  God hates 
evil.  Evil originated with Satan, who then tempted Adam to sin, bringing 
suffering and death into the world.  

Discussion —video 3

1)  If God used a billion years of suffering and death to create, then God is 
the source of evil.  Is God evil, or is God completely good?  
Suggested answer: The very essence of God is love.  God is completely 
good.  God hates evil and those who are evil (1 John 4:16; Psalms 5:4–5; 
James 1:13; Proverbs 8:13).  Death is our enemy (1 Corinthians 15:26).  
God showed His amazing love for us by dying for us while we were evil 
sinners and enemies of God (Romans 5:8–10). 

2.a)  Who brought evil into creation?  
Answer: Satan. 2 Peter 2:4; John 8:44  
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2.b)  Who led Adam and Eve to sin?  
Answer: Satan.  Genesis 3; Revelation 12:9   

3)  How did death and suffering come into the world? 
Answer: Adam sinned, bringing spiritual and physical death into the 
world and to all people (to all of Adam’s descendants).  Romans 5:12,19; 
1 Corinthians 15:21–22

4) APPLICATION: Your neighbor has expressed his faith in Jesus his Sav-
ior, but he also believes that God used evolution to create.  What Bible 
passages might you share with him?  Why those passages?   

Bible Passages —video 3

God is love. (1 John 4:16).

Is God good or evil? (Psalms 5:4–5; James 1:13; Proverbs 8:13; 1 Corin-
thians 15:26; Romans 5:8–10).

Satan is the source of evil (2 Peter 2:4; John 8:44; Genesis 3:1; Revelation 
12:9).

Adam’s sin brings death (Romans 5:12,19; 1 Corinthians 15:21–22).

Deeper Study —video 3
Review of: Elephants in the Room–Evolution Versus the Message of Scripture. 
5 minutes to read; pages 30–33 of the spring 2021 LSI Journal.4  

“Did God Use Evolution to Create?”
36-minute video www.LutheranScience.org/DidGodUseEvolution 

Video 4 – Our Thinking Ability
How should we use our human reason to defend the faith?  

Primary Points —video 4

1)  Even though extra-biblical arguments do not in any way increase the 

4   www.LutheranScience.org/2021spring
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effectiveness of the gospel, Scripture shows a place for them in our de-
fense of the faith.  Extra-biblical arguments have the role of removing 
barriers to the gospel.  

2)  In ministry to believers, apologetics can remove barriers to the gospel 
by blunting temptation.  

3)  In ministry to unbelievers, apologetics can remove barriers to the gos-
pel, leading the unbeliever to listen to the gospel message (Acts 2:14–15; 
14:15–17; 17:22,23,28).  

Discussion —video 4

1)  What are examples of proper and improper uses of reason in defending 
the faith? 
Suggested answer: Discuss ministerial versus magisterial use of reason.  

2.a)  Nature and our conscience testify about God.  What do people learn 
from that testimony?  
Suggested answer: From creation (nature) we learn that God is almighty 
and wise, that God is our creator (Romans 1:18–25; Psalms 19:1).  From 
our conscience we learn about right and wrong, and that God demands 
that we do what is right and not what is wrong (Romans 2:15).

2.b)  What can people not learn? 
Suggested answer: Nature and our conscience teach that there is a god, 
but not who God is.  They teach nothing about Jesus our Savior.  God re-
veals who He is only in the Bible, God’s very Word.   

3)  Some Christians attempt to create or strengthen faith by using science 
to prove that a 6-day recent creation and the Noahic Flood are true.  Is that 
right or wrong?  Why?  
Suggested answer:  While knowledge of God is evident from seeing what 
God made (the universe), our Old Adam rejects that knowledge of the 
true God and replaces it by “worshiping creation,” today exemplified by 
worshiping evolution instead of our Creator.  (Romans 1:18–32).  These 
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Christians overlook that only the gospel can create and sustain faith (see 
Bible passages under video 1).  Creation is an article of faith, and as 
such, is believed based on faith (Hebrews 11:3).  Scientific arguments can 
(although rarely) lead an atheist to become a deist, believing in a generic 
god.  Sometimes, that deist later finds the true God in Scripture and be-
comes a Christian through hearing the gospel.  

4)  APPLICATION: Apologetics is sometimes able to remove barriers to 
the gospel.  The video gave the example of a high school student who 
wondered how a million species of animals could have fit into Noah’s Ark.  
Does anyone have another example of using apologetics with a believer or 
with an unbeliever?  

Bible Passages —video 4
Peter and Paul used apologetics (Acts 2:14–15; 14:15–17; 17:22,23,28).
Natural knowledge of God (Romans 1:19-20,25; Psalms 19:1; Romans 
2:15). 
We believe creation “by faith” (Hebrews 11:3).

Deeper Study —video 4
“Theological Foundations.”
5 minutes to read; pages 8–11 of the LSI Lesson Book –2nd ed.

“Can Witnessing a Miracle Lead to Faith?” 
17 minutes to read; pages 4–14 of the winter 2020 LSI Journal.5

5  www.LutheranScience.org/2020winter
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Science –Videos 5 and 6 examine what science is, and how we might 
use that understanding of science in defending the faith.  

Video 5 – The Nature of Science
 Science generates useful explanations but not final truth.  Secular 
experts in science are unified in that assessment of science.

Primary Points —video 5

1)  Scientific knowledge is constantly changing. Science produces useful 
explanations, not final truth.  

2)  While human knowledge constantly changes, including science, God’s 
knowledge never changes.  God never learns anything, since He already 
knows everything.  God’s Word, the Bible, never has to be revised or updat-
ed.  The Bible is correct in everything it says (Hebrews 13:8; Malachi 3:6; 
1 John 3:20; John 10:35; John 17:17; 2 Timothy 3:16, 1 Peter 1:23–25).  

3) Speaking incorrectly about science can harm our gospel ministry.  Peo-
ple may wonder, “If this person is wrong about science, are they also 
wrong about Jesus?”  

Discussion —video 5

1)  What is “science”?
Suggested answer: Science is a consensus among experts about how na-
ture works, limited to natural explanations, a self-correcting process that 
changes its claims over time and generates useful explanations (not final 
truth).  This is how secular experts define science.  This definition is some-
thing with which we as Christian creationists can agree.

2)  What is our level of certainty that any particular theory or law of sci-
ence is completely true?  
Suggested answer: In all of science, the theories and laws of physics and 
chemistry provide us with the highest confidence that they are true, but 
even those theories and laws change.  A famous example is when Newton’s 
law of gravity was replaced by Einstein’s theory of general relativity.  Sec-
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ular experts in what “science” is, agree that science, including physics 
and chemistry, never produces final truth.  Other fields of science, includ-
ing evolution, provide far less certainty.  

3)  What is our level of certainty that everything in the Bible is completely 
true?  
Suggested answer: We can have complete certainty that everything in the 
Bible is true.  [See Primary Point #2 above.]   

4)  Why is it important for us to use scientific terms correctly, to describe 
the theory of evolution correctly, and to stay within the limits of our sci-
entific knowledge?  
Suggested answer: Speaking incorrectly about science can harm our gos-
pel ministry.  People may wonder, “If this person is wrong about science, 
are they also wrong about Jesus?”  

5)  Why should we never say, “Evolution is only a theory—it is not proven”?  
Suggested answer: This shows a misunderstanding of scientific terminolo-
gy.  Scientific theories do not become laws when they accumulate addition-
al evidence.  Rather, the laws and the theories of science are considered 
scientific facts simply because those laws and theories are overwhelmingly 
accepted as such by the scientific community.  In science, the terms “the-
ory,” “law,” and “fact” are all treated as temporary truth, which can be 
overturned at any time and replaced with another temporary truth.

Bible Passages —video 5
Jesus Christ is the same yesterday and today and forever (Hebrews 13:8).
Certainly I, the LORD, do not change (Malachi 3:6).
He [God] knows everything (1 John 3:20).
The Scripture cannot be broken (John 10:35).
Your word is truth (John 17:17).
All Scripture is God breathed and is useful for teaching, for rebuking, for 
correcting, and for training in righteousness (2 Timothy 3:16).
...The living and enduring word of God... (1 Peter 1:23–25)
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Deeper Study —video 5

“What is Science?” 
“Is There a ‘Scientific Method’?” 
“Is There Truth in Science?” 
15 minutes to read; pages 5–14 of the winter 2021 LSI Journal.6

“The Nature of Science.”
6 minutes to read; pages 12–17 of the LSI Lesson Book –2nd ed.

Video 6 – A Christian Response
 We should question the unprovable assumptions that direct and 
constrain all science including evolution.  

Primary Points —video 6

 The following points build on each other, leading to an excellent 
creation apologetic method: questioning the unprovable assumptions of 
evolutionists.  

1)  All science, including evolutionary science, is built on assumptions―
on unproven beliefs.  

2)  The starting assumptions of evolutionists require that creation be re-
jected.  Creation is rejected NOT on the basis of scientific conclusions, 
but on the basis of unprovable presuppositions.  Three primary, unprov-
able presuppositions of evolutionists are: “No Creator,” “No Flood,” and 
“Deep time,” meaning millions of years.  [Even Christian evolutionists al-
low only natural causes—no miracles—when writing the evolution story.  
In this way these Christians follow the “no creator” assumption.]

3)  We know from Scripture that all three of these assumptions are false.  
Every conclusion based on a false assumption is considered invalid,7 so 
the theory of evolution is invalid.  Pointing out the assumptions of evolu-
tionists is a strong apologetic statement, and one that is relatively easy to 

6  www.LutheranScience.org/2021winter
7  Technically, a deductive argument with a false premise is “unsound,” and an 
inductive argument with a false premise is “uncogent.”

Video 6 – A Christian Response
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make.  On the other hand, pointing out scientific problems with evolution 
is often more difficult and is more easily countered by the evolutionist.  

Discussion —video 6

1)  All science is built on assumptions―on unproven beliefs.  Describe 
some ways that these unproven presuppositions control the entire scien-
tific process.  
Suggested answer: Unprovable assumptions guide the entire scientific 
process from start to finish.  Assumptions determine what is to be observed 
and what is not to be observed, which methods, calculations, and models 
to use and which to reject.  Assumptions determine which conclusions are 
allowed and which are not allowed.  Science is a biased process.  Unprov-
able presuppositions control science.

2)  In video 2 we learned that science assumes natural causes.  Science 
does not allow even the possibility of miraculous causes.  Our videos call 
this rejection of miracles the “No Creator” assumption.  Describe the other 
unproven assumptions mentioned in the video.
Suggested answer: The “No Flood” assumption rejects the possibility that 
there was a planetary flood on Earth.  The “Deep Time” assumption pre-
supposes that the world has existed for billions of years.    

3)  What does Scripture tell us about each of these assumptions (“No Cre-
ator,” “No Flood,” and “Deep Time”)?
Suggested answer: We know from Scripture that all three of these assump-
tions are false (Genesis 1–2, 6–11; Exodus 20:11, 31:17; 2 Peter 2:5; Luke 
3:23–38).

4)  We know that evolution is based on false assumptions.  What does that 
mean?  
Suggested answer: Every conclusion based on a false assumption is con-
sidered invalid, so the theory of evolution is invalid.  Pointing out the 
assumptions of evolutionists is a strong apologetic statement, and one that 
is relatively easy to make.  On the other hand, pointing out scientific prob-
lems with evolution is often more difficult and is more easily countered by 
the evolutionist.  
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5) APPLICATION: Your neighbor says that science has proven miracles 
never happen, so all the miracles in the Bible are just fables.  How might 
you respond based on videos 5 and 6?  
Possible answer: Did you know that science rejects the possibility of 
miracles as an unproven presupposition?  Science looks only for natural 
causes.  That works well for designing cell phones and airplanes, but it 
makes it impossible for science to ever notice that a miracle happened, 
even when there are no natural explanations.  If something is the result 
of a miracle, then science will never determine that truth, since science 
rejects miracles before any scientific investigation begins.  Not only that, 
scientific theories, laws, and facts change.  Philosophers of science agree 
that science does not produce truth, only useful explanations.  While the 
facts of science (its theories and laws) change, the truth God reveals to us 
in the Bible never changes.  The primary message that God reveals to us 
in the Bible (and the biggest miracle of all) is that Jesus paid the penalty 
for our wrongdoings, and because of that we can spend eternity in heaven.  
 
Bible Passages —video 6

A recent 6-day creation (Gen 1–2; Exodus 20:11; Exodus 31:17).

The Flood (Genesis 6:17; 2 Peter 2:5).

Biblical genealogies show the world is only thousands of years old, not 
millions or billions.  One would have to insert more than twenty-thou-
sand additional generations into the Biblical genealogies to reach even 
a few million years (Genesis 5:1-32; 11:10–32; 1 Chronicles 3:10–24; Mat-
thew 1:1–17; Luke 3:23–38; Jude 14).  

Deeper Study —video 6
“Web of Belief,” “Does God Exist?” and “No Creator Assumption.”
14 minutes to read; pages 15–23 of the winter 2021 LSI Journal.8

“A Lutheran Response.”
5 minutes to read; pages 18–20 of the LSI Lesson Book –2nd ed.

8  www.LutheranScience.org/2021winter  
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Natural Selection —Videos 7 and 8 show that evolution is a mix-
ture of reality and fabrication.  There is truth in evolution.  Parts of natural 
selection are true.  Evolutionists often use these true parts of evolution as 
evidence that the false parts of evolution are also true.  

Video 7 – Natural Selection
Natural selection produces new species, but always within their own kind.

Primary Points —video 7

1)  The difference between “species” and “kind.”

2) A true part of evolution is that natural selection produces new species 
of plants and animals.  A false part of evolution is the claim that natural 
selection also produces new kinds of plants and animals.

3)  Beyond the Bible, there are also logical problems with the thought that 
new kinds can naturally develop.  

Discussion —video 7
1) What is the difference between the scientific word “species” and the 
biblical word “kind”?
Suggested answer:  A “species” is a group of animals or plants that nor-
mally interbreed in the wild.  There are many species in most “kinds.”  
There are dozens of species in the cat family, but since most cats can inter-
breed, there is probably only one cat kind.  

2)  What is “natural selection”?
Suggested answer: Natural selection is the way that future generations of 
plants and animals may eventually become different from their ancestors.  
Natural selection is the same as artificial selection, with the exception of 
who does the selecting.  In artificial selection, people do the selecting.  In 
natural selection, the environment does the selecting.   

3)  Why can we be certain that dinosaurs are not the ancestors of birds?  
Suggested answer: We can be certain because this is contrary to Scripture.  
God created dinosaurs according to their own kind and birds according to 
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their own kind.  Not only that, birds were made on day 5 of creation week 
and dinosaurs on day 6 (Genesis 1:20–25).

4)  How does natural selection demonstrate that parts of evolution are true 
and other parts of evolution are false?
Suggested answer: A true part of evolution is that natural selection pro-
duces new species of plants and animals.  A false part of evolution is the 
claim that natural selection also produces new kinds of plants and ani-
mals.

5)  What is a logical problem with the claim that natural selection can pro-
duce new kinds of plants and animals?
Suggested answer: New kinds of creatures would require new DNA infor-
mation to build new body parts, such as a creature with scales gaining the 
information to grow feathers.  This has never been observed to happen.    

6)  APPLICATION: Your daughter asks you how all the animals fit into 
Noah’s Ark, because her high school biology teacher said that a million 
species could never fit.  How would you reply?
Possible answer: God sent Noah a pair of each “kind” of animal.  It is 
estimated that there were about 1,373 kinds of animals on the ark.  There 
was more than enough space on the ark.  Of those 1,373 kinds, 627 are 
of the kinds that are still alive today, while 746 are of extinct kinds like 
dinosaurs.  The estimated 40,700 species of amphibians, birds, mammals, 
and reptiles alive today descended from the 627 kinds of those animals 
that were on the ark.  This recent estimate of kinds is from the book, “How 
Many Animals Were on the Ark” (Craig Froman ed.; Green Forest AR: 
Master Books) 2016, page 47.  Details were published in eight or more 
technical papers by Answers Research Journal between 2011–2015 at 
https://answersresearchjournal.org/.

Bible Passages —video 7
Creation by kind in six days (Genesis 1:20–25; Exodus 20:11, 31:17).
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Deeper Study —video 7

“Tree of Life” through “Punctuated Equilibrium.”
7 minutes to read; pages 24–28 of the winter 2021 LSI Journal.9

“Glossary for the Creationist.” 
5 minutes to read; pages 6–8 of the spring 2018 LSI Journal.10  

“Natural Selection.”
5 minutes to read; pages 21–23 of the LSI Lesson Book –2nd ed.

Optional—for more details about natural selection:
See pages 25-31 in the fall 2016 LSI Journal.11

Optional—for those who wish to learn more about Noah’s Ark:
See pages 4–29 in the fall 2020 LSI Journal.12

Video 8 – Can a Fish Transform into a Human?  
 Evolutionists commonly use the true parts of evolution as proof 
that the false parts are also true.   Natural selection producing new species 
within their own kind is commonly used as proof that natural selection 
also produces new kinds.  

Primary Points —video 8
1)  Evolutionists correctly point out that natural selection produces new 
species within their kind.  Then they ask us to imagine that natural selec-
tion can also produce new kinds.  

2)  Contrast evolution’s tree of life with the creationist forest of life.  Evo-
lutionists take the forest of life (reality) and combine all the trees into a 
single tree (fabrication).  

3)  Discuss “punctuated equilibrium” and how it shows that evolutionists 
admit they have way too few (if any) fossils of creatures transitioning be-
tween one biblical kind and another.  

9  www.LutheranScience.org/2021winter
10  www.LutheranScience.org/2018spring
11  www.LutheranScience.org/2016fall
12  www.LutheranScience.org/2020fall
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4) Creationists and evolutionists often agree.  There is much agreement 
about how natural selection changes plants and animals over generations.  

Discussion —video 8
1)  Creationists have a tree of life for each “kind” of plant and animal.  
Each “species” has its own branch on the tree for its kind.  Evolutionists 
have a single tree of life with all plants and animals on the same tree.  Each 
biblical kind has its own branch on the evolutionist’s tree of life.  The 
place where the branches of two biblical kinds meet is where evolutionists 
place the common ancestor for those two biblical kinds.  [Use of a white 
board drawing may help with this question.]  Question: Describe the type 
of creature that evolutionists propose as the ancestor of two biblical kinds, 
the creature they place where the branches of two biblical kinds meet.
Suggested answer: Evolutionists place real creatures from today’s world—
and real extinct creatures for which we have fossils —on the tips of branch-
es.  At the place where two biblical kinds meet, evolutionists almost always 
place an imaginary creature.  For example, they propose an “ape-like 
creature” as the common ancestor of humans and apes (Genesis 1–2).

2)  What is “punctuated equilibrium” and why does it show weakness in 
the evolutionary idea that all plants and animals descended from the first 
life form?
Suggested answer: Most evolutionists now think that the change from one 
kind of creature to a new kind of creature happened very fast, in relatively 
few generations.  They imagine this happened quickly, because very few if 
any fossils show this change happening.  Evolutionists call this imagined 
fast change of one kind into another kind “punctuated equilibrium.”  Evo-
lutionists need to propose “imaginary” creatures as common ancestors 
between biblical kinds because there are few if any fossils of such crea-
tures.  The fossil record shows the biblical kinds but not creatures partway 
in between.  In this way, the fossil record shows what creationists would 
expect—not what evolutionists would expect.  

3) APPLICATION: You and your neighbor discuss a PBS science show 
that gave many examples of evolution, such as fish changing color over 
generations due to predators.  Your neighbor sees this as proof that the bib-
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lical creation account is just a myth and that the Bible is not worth reading.  
How might you respond?
Possible answer: I found it amazing that all the examples shown were 
changes within the biblical kind.  The show gave zero evidence for change 
from one kind to another.  It seems to me all the evidence on this show 
supported the biblical account of creation, where God made every kind of 
plant and animal in 6 days.  [After further discussion of the show, move 
to the gospel.]  Did you know that the central message of the Bible is not 
about creation, but about how God loves us and offers us eternal life in 
heaven as a free gift?     

Bible Passages —video 8
Creation by kind in six days (Genesis 1:20–21, 24–25; Exodus 20:11, 31:17).

Deeper Study —video 8
“Evolution’s Tree of Life.” 
3 minutes to read; pages 28–29 of the winter 2016 LSI Journal.13 

“Punctuated Equilibrium.” 
5 minutes to read; pages 28–30 of the spring 2018 LSI Journal.14  

“Evolutionists and Creationists Often Agree.” 
24 minutes to read; pages 17–32 of the spring 2019 LSI Journal.15   

“Some Truth in Evolution.”
“Evidence for Evolution.”
3 minutes to read; pages 24–25 of the LSI Lesson Book –2nd ed.

13  www.LutheranScience.org/2016winter
14  www.LutheranScience.org/2018spring
15  www.LutheranScience.org/2019spring
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Fossils and Dating Methods —Videos 9 and 10, just like 7 and 
8, show that evolution is a mixture of reality and fabrication.  There is truth 
in evolution.  The geologic column exists and has 12 layers.  Even dating 
methods give us very useful information on the age of certain things.  Evo-
lutionists often use these true parts of the evolution story as evidence that 
the false parts of evolution are also true.  

Video 9 – Dating Methods
Primary Points —video 9

1)  Carbon dating is NOT used to date rocks.  It is used to estimate the 
age of things that were once living, such as bones, shells, and wood.  Evo-
lutionists use carbon dating for ages they expect to be between 100 and 
50,000 years.

2)  For rocks that cooled from liquid magma (from a volcano or cooling 
deep underground) estimated ages are obtained using other dating meth-
ods such as radioactive potassium-40 that decays, or breaks apart, into 
decay products.  

3)  All dating methods are based on unprovable presuppositions.  Evo-
lutionists are aware that some of their presuppositions are often false, so 
they put great effort into minimizing errors due to false assumptions.  Even 
so, they admit that their assumptions are unprovable and commonly false.

4)  Dating methods are useful tools.  We can estimate actual ages of up 
to several thousand years for once living material (wood, bones, shells, 
peat, etc.).   We can estimate relative ages of some kinds of rocks, learning 
which rock may be older than another.  But evolutionists go beyond this, 
using many unprovable assumptions including “deep time” (millions of 
years) and “no worldwide flood.”  These assumptions lead to calculated 
carbon dating ages of up to 50,000 years for organic matter.  These as-
sumptions lead to calculated rock ages of millions and billions of years 
instead of relative ages.  
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Discussion —video 9

1)  How are things that were once living dated (bones, teeth, clam shells, 
wood)?  What are some unprovable assumptions with that dating method?
Suggested answer: Living plants, animals, and people have both radioac-
tive and normal carbon in their bodies.  The ratio or relative amount of 
radioactive to normal carbon in their bodies is the same as was in the air 
while they were living.  Once they die, the amount of radioactive carbon 
slowly reduces to zero.  Carbon dating compares and calculates the ratio 
of radioactive carbon (C-14) to regular carbon (C-12) in the item to be 
dated.  One unprovable assumption is that the atmospheric ratio of C-14 
to C-12 has been the same for 50,000 years.  

2)  How is volcanic rock dated?  What are some unprovable assumptions 
with that dating method? 
Suggested answer: Estimated ages are obtained using dating methods 
such as radioactive potassium-40 that decays, or breaks apart, into decay 
products.  The amount of radioactive material and its decay products are 
measured in the rock to be dated.  It is assumed that the decay products 
measured resulted from decay of the radioactive material in that rock.  
The length of time it took to decay provides an estimated age of the rock.  
One assumption is that there was zero decay product in the rock when it 
solidified from molten lava.  

3)  APPLICATION: You mention a Bible passage about Jesus to your athe-
ist neighbor.  He replies “Scientific dating proves the Earth is 4.5 billion 
years old.  Why should I believe anything the Bible says?”  There are 
many ways to respond.  What would you say?  
Suggested answer: Did you know that those rock dating methods assume 
that there was zero decay product in rocks when they solidified from mol-
ten lava billions of years ago, even though rocks solidifying today often 
contain such decay products?  Even the newer Ar-Ar method is based on 
that assumption (for its reference rock).  Scientific dating methods are all 
based on unprovable assumptions.  If God created the world as He says 
in the Bible, then many of the scientific dating assumptions are false.  The 
Bible is true in all it says, and the central message of the Bible is that Jesus 
Christ offers us eternal life as a free gift.  
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Bible Passages —video 9
Biblical genealogies show the world is only thousands of years old, not 
millions or billions.  One would have to insert more than twenty-thou-
sand additional generations into the Biblical genealogies to reach even 
a few million years (Genesis 5:1–32; 11:10–32; 1 Chronicles 3:10–24; Mat-
thew 1:1–17; Luke 3:23–38; Jude 14).   

Deeper Study —video 9
“Greenland Ice Dating” and “No Flood.”
2 minutes to read; pages 23–24 of the winter 2021 LSI Journal.16 

“What You Need to Know About Carbon Dating” [and other dating methods] .
18 minutes to read; pages 8–18, 23, 24 of the summer 2019 LSI Journal.17  

“Dating Methods.”
8 minutes to read; pages 26–30 of the LSI Lesson Book –2nd ed.

Video 10 – Fossils
Primary Points —video 10

1)  Evolutionists correctly point out that the geologic column has a se-
quence of fossil-containing rock layers.  Then they ask us to imagine that 
the plants and animals that left these fossils descended from a bacteria-like 
common ancestor.

2)  To a geologist who assumes deep time (millions of years), the geologic 
column shows over 500 million years of common descent.  To a geolo-
gist who believes in creation, the geologic column shows created kinds of 
plants and creatures killed in Noah’s Flood and mostly laid down over a 
five-month period.

3)  The lack of transitional forms in the fossil record led evolutionists to 
embrace “punctuated equilibrium.”

4)  The geologic column is an important scientific discovery, because 
it helps us better understand the original variety of creation and how so 

16  www.LutheranScience.org/2021winter
17  www.LutheranScience.org/2019summer

Video 10 – Fossils
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many amazing plants and animals have gone extinct.  

Discussion —video 10
1)  What is a fossil?  What is the geologic column?
Suggested answer: Fossils are remnants of things that were once living.  
Fossils can be bones, shells, teeth, parts of an organism replaced by min-
erals, or even the impression of a single cell.  Anything that lived in the 
past can produce fossils.  The geologic column is a series of twelve fos-
sil-containing rock layers.  These rock layers are sedimentary rock (rock 
that formed from sediments laid down by water).  These layers of rock are 
all over the earth, and they can be grouped into twelve types by the “index 
fossils” they contain.  Several of these rock layers are found on top of each 
other in many locations.  Geologists (both evolutionists and creationists) 
agree that these twelve rock layers are in a specific sequence or order, with 
the Cambrian layer on the bottom.  

2)  Evolutionists think the geologic column formed slowly over 500 mil-
lion years.  What is a common creationist explanation for the geologic 
column? 
Suggested answer: The geologic column shows created kinds of plants and 
creatures killed in Noah’s Flood and mostly laid down over a five-month 
period.  The oldest and bottom layer of the geologic column, the Cambrian 
layer, is thought to have been deposited near the start of the Flood.  The 
most recent and top layer, the Quaternary, is thought to have been deposit-
ed near the end of the Flood and after the Flood. Fossils in the Cambrian 
and Jurassic layers are thought to be the remains of creatures who lived in 
different places at the same time.  People, dinosaurs, and trilobites lived 
in separate places at the same time.

3)  In today’s world, every major type of animal is greatly different from ev-
ery other major type.  Fish are different than lizards.  No creature is half fish 
and half lizard.  Also, there are no half lizard, half bird creatures.  Yet evo-
lutionists claim that birds descended from lizards, and that lizards descend-
ed from fish.  What does the fossil record show about transitional forms?
Suggested answer: The fossil record shows the same thing.  In the fossil 
record, every major type of animal is greatly different from every other 
major type.  Fish are different than lizards.  No creature is half fish and 
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half lizard.  Also, there are no half lizard, half bird creatures.  The lack of 
transitional forms in the fossil record led evolutionists to embrace “punc-
tuated equilibrium,” where they claim one major type became another in 
so few generations that they left no fossils showing that transition.

4)  APPLICATION: You watch a television series about fossils.  You find 
the show’s claim that humans descended from fish rather compelling.  The 
thought crosses your mind, “Did God use evolution to create?”  What did 
you learn in the video we just watched (video 10 on fossils) that might 
help reduce the temptation to think that people descended from fish?
Possible answer: Evolutionists correctly point out that the geologic col-
umn has a sequence of fossil-containing rock layers.  Then they ask us 
to imagine that the plants and animals that left these fossils descended 
from a bacteria-like common ancestor.  Evolutionists claim the geologic 
column shows millions of years of common descent.  In reality, evolution-
ists impose the assumptions of common descent and of millions of years 
on the geologic column.  God is God.  He could have created the various 
kinds with features that could be put into a single, logical family tree.  It 
appears God did not do so, since evolutionists are having great difficulty 
attempting to draw such a family tree. And, even if they could draw an 
evolutionary style family tree that agreed with all observations and data, 
it still would not mean God used evolution to create.  The true history of 
how God created the universe is revealed in Scripture.  

Bible Passages —video 10
A recent 6-day creation (Gen 1–2; Exodus 20:11; Exodus 31:17).

The Flood (Genesis 6:17; 2 Peter 2:5).

Deeper Study —video 10
“Fossils” and “Fossils in the Geologic Column—Problems for Evolution.”
21 minutes to read; pages 6, 17–32 in the spring 2018 LSI Journal.18  

“Fossils.”
11 minutes to read; pages 31–37 of the LSI Lesson Book –2nd ed.

18  www.LutheranScience.org/2018spring
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Learn to Critique Evolution Textbooks
Mark Bergemann

A proper response to any evolutionary claim requires that we:

1) Correctly understand that evolutionary claim and how it fits into overall 
evolution theory.

2) Correctly understand whether that evolutionary claim violates Scrip-
ture, and if so, how.

3) Correctly understand potential Christian responses and have the ability 
to select which response may best fit the situation.   

 Articles in the LSI Journal are designed to help in all three of 
these areas.  Pdf copies are free at www.LutheranScience.org/journal or an 
800-page journal set can be purchased at www.LutheranScience.org/store.  

Learn From Evolutionists 
 People often ask me, “What creation apologetic books do you 
recommend?”  “Should I read Darwin’s 1859 book, or Morris’ 1961 
The Genesis Flood, or maybe the newest bestseller by a creationist?”  
This article is an expanded version of how I respond to such questions.  

 The best way to gain an accurate understanding of evolution is to 
listen to evolutionists as they teach and defend their theory.  The evolution 
story changes constantly, so you will not learn current evolution theory 
from Darwin’s 1859 book.  I recommend the following video and two 
books, which were written by evolutionists to convince us that evolution 
is true.  Pick one and learn about evolution (point 1 above), then read the 
corresponding critical review from the LSI Journal (points 2 and 3 above).  

All the LSI Journals referenced below are free in pdf on the 
LSI website (www.LutheranScience.org).  From the top-of-
the-page menu choose “Resources” then “Journal by Issue.”
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The Origin of Species: 
The Beak of the Finch1 

school science video

 This free video chronicles forty years’ research of finch evolution 
on the Galápagos Islands.  The video is compelling.  It captures the inter-
est of students watching it.  It expertly documents changes in Galápagos 
birds due to natural selection.  The entire video can be understood in a way 
which agrees with Scripture, by simply removing the words “millions of 
years” in three places.  The remaining narration contains words and phras-
es that are commonly associated with millions of years, but each of those 
words can be understood in a manner that conforms with Scripture. 

Creationist Response: This video is critiqued in the article, “Teaching 
Discernment Using Evolution Videos,” on pages 18–29 in the fall 2019 
LSI Journal (www.LutheranScience.org/2019fall). 

______________

Science, Evolution, and Creationism2  
National Academy of Sciences

 This free 88-page book teaches and defends evolution.  It is a 
great source for learning evolution theory correctly.  The Academy also 
claims that Christians have no business teaching creation, since the origin 
of the universe is the domain of science, not the domain of religion.

Creationist Response: This Academy book is reviewed in the article, 
“Evolution Apologetics by the National Academy –Recommended Read-
ing for the Creationist,” on pages 8–22 in the winter 2017 LSI Journal 
(www.LutheranScience.org/2017winter).  Claims from this book are also 
critiqued in an article on logical fallacies on pages 14–18 in the summer 
2020 LSI Journal at www.LutheranScience.org/2020summer.   

1  “The Origin of Species: The Beak of the Finch,” HHMI BioInteractive, Nov 
12, 2013. (accessed 08-03-21); HHMI is the Howard Hughes Medical Institute)
https://www.biointeractive.org/classroom-resources/origin-species-beak-finch
2  FREE pdf (or purchase paperback book) at www.nap.edu/catalog/11876.html
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The Greatest Show on Earth
—The Evidence for Evolution3

Richard Dawkins

 Dawkins states, “This book is my personal summary of the evi-
dence that the theory of evolution is actually a fact—as incontrovertible 
as any fact in science.”4  Dawkins is a biologist, so his books highlight 
biological evolution, and especially, natural selection.  He is a gifted writ-
er whose books artfully present the evolution story in ways which hold 
the reader’s interest.  Dawkins shows that natural selection produces new 
species within their kind.  Then he asks his readers to imagine that natural 
selection can also produce new kinds.  This is a common tactic of evolu-
tionists: They use the true parts of evolution as proof that false parts are 
also true.  

Creationist Response: “The Greatest Show” is reviewed in the article: 
“Evolutionists and Creationists Often Agree—For Example, There Are 
Many Points of Agreement On Natural Selection,” on pages 17–32 in the 
spring 2019 LSI Journal at www.LutheranScience.org/2019spring.  This 
LSI article is summarized in the 9-minute video, “Can a Fish Transform 
into a Human?” part 8 at www.LutheranScience.org/LBvideos. 

Evolution Destroys the Christian Faith
 Evolution is a very dangerous false teaching which attacks the 
gospel and the need for a Savior, while denying Bible teachings about sin 
and death.  While evolution has destroyed the faith of many, we can thank 
God for the theistic evolutionists who still retain their faith in Jesus and 
will spend eternity with God in heaven.  That does not, in any way, min-
imize the great danger of false teachings like evolution.  Satan can tempt 
us, “If Genesis 1–11 is myth, maybe the resurrection of the dead is myth 
too.”  

3  Available new and used.
4  Richard Dawkins, The Greatest Show on Earth―The Evidence for Evolution, 
hardcover ed. (New York NY: Free Press, 2009), vi.
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 It is important that we learn a solid Scriptural basis for rejecting 
evolution.  Theistic evolution is explored in the video, “Did God Use Evo-
lution to Create?” part 3 at www.LutheranScience.org/LBvideos.  That 
video is good, but a far more extensive Scriptural basis for rejecting evo-
lution is provided by the Elephants in the Room book and Bible study.  The 
author asks that we “reject evolution not because it is unreasonable or even 
because it contradicts certain parts of Scripture, but because it destroys the 
Christian faith.”5 

Elephants in the Room—Evolution Versus the Message of Scrip-
ture, a 202-page book and related Bible study by Robert Koester, is avail-
able from Northwestern Publishing House (www.NPH.net).  The spring 
2021 LSI Journal (www.LutheranScience.org/2021spring) has a review 
on pages 30–35.  Most Christian churches have accepted evolution as 
the method God used to create.  They revise Scripture to conform with 
evolution.  Koester’s book is an in-depth examination of that situation.  
The seven chapters of Elephants in the Room cover five central Christian 
teachings.  For each of these five points of Christian doctrine, the book 
first details what Scripture teaches, then details what theistic evolution-
ists teach.  Extensive quotes from theistic evolutionists—from relatively 
conservative Christians to very liberal ones and those in-between—are 
presented as their understanding of Scripture is explored.  

Additional Resources 
 Additional resources for learning how to respond to the claims of 
evolutionists:

“A Biology Textbook—Responds to Creationist Claims,” is in 
the summer 2020 LSI Journal (www.LutheranScience.org/2020summer) 
on pages 21–31.  This LSI article responds to a popular college biolo-
gy textbook which defends evolution from seven creationist claims.  This 
textbook correctly brings to light two places where many creationists are 
wrong.  The textbook answers the other five creationist claims with very 
weak, highly biased, and sometimes even fallacious (reasoning that is in 

5  Robert J. Koester, Elephants in the Room BIBLE STUDY (Milwaukee: North-
western Publishing House, 2020), Leaders Guide page 3.
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error) responses.  It is clear that the authors intend to destroy students’ 
faith in their Creator God.  

“DANGER: Polite Evolutionists from NSTA,” is on pages 7–14 
in the spring 2020 LSI Journal (www.LutheranScience.org/2020spring).  
The National Science Teaching Association (NSTA) published a 217-page 
book that it claims will “help students reconcile their religious beliefs” 
with evolution.  The NSTA also claims that there is only a “perceived 
conflict between science and religion,” and that “educators have an ethical 
obligation to minimize” student belief that such a conflict exists.6  This 
LSI article shows that these “polite” NSTA science teachers, who say that 
their students can retain a belief in creation, are in reality working to de-
stroy their students’ faith in the Creator God of Scripture.   

“Assumptions of Evolutionists,” is on pages 7–16 in the fall 2017 
LSI Journal (www.LutheranScience.org/2017fall).  This LSI article is 
briefly summarized in the 9-minute video, “A Christian Response,” part 
6 at www.LutheranScience.org/LBvideos.  Unproven assumptions guide 
the entire scientific process from start to finish.  Assumptions determine 
what is to be observed and what is not to be observed, which methods, 
calculations, and models to use, and which to reject.  Assumptions deter-
mine which conclusions are allowed and which are not allowed.  Science 
is a biased process.   Evolutionists start with countless unproven presup-
positions.  These unproven starting assumptions require that creation be 
rejected.  Creation is rejected NOT on the basis of scientific conclusions, 
but on the basis of unproven a priori assumptions.  
 Pointing out the assumptions of evolutionists is a strong and solid 
argument, one which should remain strong for decades to come.  If an as-
sumption is false, then all conclusions based on that assumption are inval-
id.  Pointing out these assumptions is relatively easy.  On the other hand, 
pointing out scientific problems with evolution is often much more diffi-
cult and is much more easily countered by the evolutionist. Why not make 
the easy and solid argument of pointing out assumptions, instead of a more 

6  “Science Store – Making Sense of Science and Religion: Strategies for the Class-
room and Beyond,” National Science Teaching Association, (accessed 8-5-21)
https://www.nsta.org/store/product_detail.aspx?id=10.2505/9781681405766
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difficult and often weaker argument (one which may be incorrect a few 
years down the road)?  Simply pointing out the first and primary assump-
tion of evolutionists, their “no creator” assumption, is a powerful and easy 
to make argument.  The “no creator” assumption is imposed on every con-
clusion which evolutionists make. Pointing out other major assumptions 
such as the “no flood” and “deep time” assumptions is almost as powerful. 

“Natural Selection,” is on pages 25–31 in the fall 2016 LSI Journal 
(www.LutheranScience.org/2016fall).  This LSI article is summarized in 
the 9-minute video, “Natural Selection,” which is part 7 of the video series 
at www.LutheranScience.org/LBvideos.  The evolution story is a mixture 
of reality and fabrication.  Natural selection is a great example of this 
truth.  Reality: Natural selection produces new species of plants and an-
imals.  Fabrication: The claim that natural selection produces new kinds 
of plants and animals.  God built rich genetic diversity into living things 
allowing their offspring to change in size and color, to adapt to new envi-
ronments, and to significantly modify their diets, behavior, temperament, 
and so much more, all “according to their kinds” (Genesis chapter 1).
 
“Geologic Column,” is on pages 20–31 in the winter 2018 LSI Journal 
(www.LutheranScience.org/2018winter).  This LSI article is summarized 
in the 9-minute video, “Fossils,” which is part 10 of the video series at 
www.LutheranScience.org/LBvideos.  Like much of evolution theory, the 
geologic column is a mixture of reality and fabrication.  The vast time 
evolutionists assign to the column is the problem, not the rock layers and 
fossils in the column, nor their sequence.  To a geologist who assumes 
deep time (millions of years), the geologic column shows over 500 mil-
lion years of common descent.  To a geologist who believes in creation, 
the geologic column shows created kinds of plants and creatures killed in 
the Noachian Flood and mostly deposited over a five-month period.  The 
geologic column is a significant scientific discovery.  It helps us better un-
derstand the original diversity of creation.  So many amazing and unique 
plants and animals which God created have gone extinct.

“Glossary for the Creationist,” is on pages 6–8 in the spring 2018 
LSI Journal (www.LutheranScience.org/2018spring).  Not knowing cor-
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rect word definitions can lead to many misunderstandings.  Worse yet, it 
can lead us to make false statements in our apologetic (in our defense of 
the faith).  Making false statements about science (or anything else) can 
discredit our entire message.  If we make false statements about science, 
are we also making false statements about the way of salvation?  This arti-
cle defines the terms, “fossils,” “natural selection,” “species,” and “kinds.”  

“Logical Fallacies—What Are They?” and “Straw-man Fallacy,”
are in the spring 2018 LSI Journal (www.LutheranScience.org/2018spring) 
on pages 9–16.  Logic, the study of reasoning, is often used in Christian 
apologetics, meaning in our defense of the faith.  Our apologetic should be 
done in Christian love, without shouting or meanness.  Understanding how 
logic works can help us recognize logical fallacies when they appear in 
books and magazines, on television, and even in science textbooks.  A log-
ical fallacy is an error in reasoning.  Such errors are commonly made by 
both creationists and evolutionists.  It is very important to know some of 
the more common logical fallacies for three reasons: 1) To avoid making 
these errors in your own apologetic.  2) To notice these errors when used 
by other creationists.  3) To notice these errors when used by evolutionists.  
Examples of evolutionists and creationists committing the straw-man fal-
lacy (misrepresenting the claims of others) are examined.  

“Logical Fallacies,” is on pages 6–20 in the summer 2020 LSI Jour-
nal (www.LutheranScience.org/2020summer).  This LSI article examines 
actual quotes of evolutionists and creationists committing the following 
fallacies:
“No True Scotsman:” Using a biased definition to make your claim seem 
to be true.
“Ad Hominem:” Instead of critiquing a person’s claim, you insult that per-
son or question his motives, background, or qualifications.  
“Begging the Question:” When one claims something is true because it 
is true.  

“Human or Ape, No In-Between,” is on pages 28-31 in the winter 
2017 LSI Journal (www.LutheranScience.org/2017winter).  Evolutionists 
claim many transitional forms between apes and humans. According to 
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a 2016 survey, 14–24 year olds see this as the best evidence for millions 
of years.  So how do evolutionists claim to have fossils of part human, 
part ape creatures?  One way is to take fossils of our human ancestors 
and imagine ape-like attributes for those people. That is done with Nean-
derthals and Cro-Magnon Man.  Another is to take fossils of extinct apes 
and imagine human-like attributes for those apes.  That is done with the 
famous “Lucy” fossil and other types of australopithecines. Another way 
is to accidentally or even fraudulently combine fossils of apes and humans 
into one creature.  The most famous example of fraud is the Piltdown man 
who was hailed as an apeman for over 40 years.

“Carbon Dating,” is on pages 8–24 in the summer 2019 LSI Journal 
(www.LutheranScience.org/2019summer).  This LSI article explains sev-
eral dating methods in detail and why dates of millions of years are incor-
rect.  Radiometric dating methods are useful tools. These dating methods 
allow us to determine with reasonable accuracy, actual ages from the re-
cent past (several thousand years) for organic material (such as bone, coal, 
parchment, linen, wool, a cereal grain, etc.) and relative ages for some 
kinds of rocks (cooled magma such as granite and basalt).  Evolutionists 
use these dating tools for much more.  They use many unprovable assump-
tions including “deep time” (millions and billions of years) and “no flood” 
(no planetary Noachian Flood).  These assumptions lead to calculated car-
bon dating ages of up to 50,000 years for organic matter.  These assump-
tions also lead to calculated rock ages of millions and billions of years 
instead of relative ages.  This article is summarized in the video, “Dating 
Methods,” part 9 at www.LutheranScience.org/LBvideos.  

“What Is Science?” and related articles are on pages 5–35 of the winter 
2021 LSI Journal (www.LutheranScience.org/2021winter).  These LSI ar-
ticles are partially summarized in the 9-minute video, “The Nature of Sci-
ence,” part 5 at www.LutheranScience.org/LBvideos.  These LSI articles 
build a 3-point creation apologetic: 1) Science is a flawed human endeavor 
that may not produce final truth about anything.  2) Unprovable presup-
positions force evolutionary science to reject the truth about creation and 
instead accept a lie about millions of years.  3) God reveals final truth and 
true reality in the Bible.

Learn to Critique Evolution Textbooks
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 Creation apologetics can be useful in removing barriers to the gos-
pel message—in clearing a path for the news that Jesus is the Savior of 
everyone.  This can be done as needed in ministry to believers as a way to 
blunt the temptation to think that God used evolution to create. This can 
be done while witnessing to unbelievers as a way to remove evolutionary 
obstacles to the gospel message.  A solid creation apologetic is to point out 
that science is a flawed human endeavor that may not produce final truth 
about anything.  Compare that to the final truth and true reality that God 
reveals to us in the Bible.  Mention the unprovable presuppositions that 
force evolutionary science to reject the truth about creation and instead 
accept a lie about millions of years.  

 Always remember that you are Christ’s ambassador to the world, 
meaning you are God’s representative to everyone, including evolution-
ists.  Do not belittle those to whom you represent God.  Reflect the love 
of Christ as you minister to both creationists and to evolutionists.  “We 
are ambassadors for Christ, inasmuch as God is making an appeal through 
us,” 2 Corinthians 5:20 (EHV).

Learn to Critique Evolution Textbooks

 You can learn to critique evolution articles and textbooks.  Learn 
the evolution story directly from evolutionists.  Learn ways to critique 
those evolutionist claims using the resources listed above.  Learn how 
evolution destroys the Christian faith from the LSI video, “Did God Use 
Evolution to Create?”7 and from the book Elephants in the Room—Evolu-
tion Versus the Message of Scripture.8

Mark Bergemann is a retired electrical engineer with a B.S. from the 
University of Wisconsin–Milwaukee.  He serves as president of the Lutheran 
Science Institute and as Martin Luther College adjunct instructor for the 
online courses Creation Apologetics 101 and 102.  He is a member of 
Good Shepherd’s Evangelical Lutheran Church in West Allis, Wisconsin.

7  Part 3 at www.LutheranScience.org/LBvideos.
8  Available from Northwestern Publishing House (www.NPH.net).  
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Help for Congregations
FREE LSI Journals 
mailed to your congregation each quarter. (Free 3-copy subscription, 
or $25.00 off an 8-copy or greater subscription.)

Half Price 
on color print sets of LSI Journals (well below the cost to LSI).

Share 
your congregation’s creation apologetic needs and concerns with LSI 
leaders, and have your congregation vote in LSI elections.  

Receive 
occasional emails with creation apologetic ideas for your congrega-
tion. 

This is available to WELS1 and ELS2 congregations that become voting 
members of LSI.  Such membership is free.  

Congregational Voting Membership
Details at: www.LutheranScience.org/congregation
Apply by emailing office@LutheranScience.org

Lutheran Science Institute, inc.
This We Believe: www.LutheranScience.org/Believe 

LSI Leadership: www.LutheranScience.org/Leadership 
LSI Constitution: www.LutheranScience.org/Constitution

 Lutheran Science Institute (LSI) is in the list of “affiliated 
ministries” in the Wisconsin Evangelical Lutheran Synod year-
book (page 307 in the 2021 WELS yearbook).

1  Wisconsin Evangelical Lutheran Synod, www.WELS.net (accessed 8-4-21)
2  Evangelical Lutheran Synod, www.ELS.org (accessed 8-4-21)
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LSI Lesson Book
second edition

The video series and Bible study (pages 6–29) are based on 
this 48-page LSI Lesson Book.  The LSI Lesson Book summarizes 
263 pages of articles and provides links to free pdfs for those 
who wish to read those articles. 

Free pdf copies are at www.LutheranScience.org/LessonBook

Print copies can be purchased at the special prices below, which 
include shipping to the USA (ask for pricing to other locations).  This 
LSI Lesson Book is 8.5” x 5.5,” 48 pages, and has a soft cover.  Prices 
are subject to change without notice.  Purchase with a credit/debit 
card or with PayPal at www.LutheranScience.org/LessonBook or by 
sending a check to Lutheran Science Institute, 13390 W Edgewood 
Ave, New Berlin WI 53151. 

 1...... $1.95
 2...... $3.70
 3...... $5.30
Four or more copies are $0.95 each 
plus $2.99 shipping.  Examples:
 4...... $6.79
 5...... $7.74
 10...... $12.49
 20...... $21.99
 30...... $31.49
 40...... $40.99
 50...... $50.49
 60...... $59.99
 70...... $69.49
 80...... $78.99
 100...... $97.99
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24 Book Set
every LSI Journal since 2016 
plus LSI Lesson Book 2nd ed.
softcover, color, 5.5” x 8.5”

over 800 pages total

Half Price
Regular: $19.90
Sale: $9.95 
plus $5.99 shipping
far below LSI’s cost

The LSI 10–video course greatly summarizes 
articles from these books.  The books provide 
depth of detail to better understand the videos.

 Order Today
www.LutheranScience.org/Set

or by writing to (include your address):
Lutheran Science Institute
13390 W. Edgewood Ave, 

New Berlin WI 53151

Pdf copies of these books are free at
www.LutheranScience.org/Journal

Sale price expires Dec. 31, 2021 or when stock is deplet-
ed.  Limited to two sets per address at sale price.  Ship-
ping price is for USA addresses.  Ask for a quote to other 
countries.  Offer subject to change without notice.  
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Free Books
Softcover, color, 5.5” x 8.5”

32-48 pages each

In the winter 2021 LSI Journal you will
Learn a simple yet powerful apologetic
Discover how to respond to evolutionist claims. 

Choose 2 more books:
• Noah’s Flood –fall 2020.
• Carbon Dating –summer 2019.
• LSI Lesson Book –2nd edition.
• Are You Suffering?  –spring 2021.
• Ideas for the Classroom –fall 2019.
• Biology Textbook Critiqued –summer 2020.
• Did Dinosaurs Roam the Earth? –winter 2020.
• Danger: Polite Evolutionists from NSTA –spring 2020.
• Natural Selection Produces New Species –spring 2019.

Request Yours Today
www.LutheranScience.org/FreeBooks

or by writing to (include your address):
Lutheran Science Institute
13390 W. Edgewood Ave

New Berlin WI 53151

Pdf copies of these books are also free.
www.LutheranScience.org/Journal

Offer expires Dec. 31, 2021.  Only one request per address.  
Limited to addresses in the USA.  Offer subject to change without notice.
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Free BooksFree Books
Choose from 10 titles (see previous page).
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